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Amazon Business is a solution that gives businesses the tools they need to simplify purchasing, reduce costs, increase 
buyer efficiency and tap into spend intelligence—in short, to reshape their buying processes and business operations. 
Amazon Business Pay by Invoice is one of the purchasing options that businesses can take advantage of to help them 
manage their cash flow. 

BACKGROUND 

PURCHASING SOLUTION 
THAT CAN TAP INTO SPEND 

INTELLIGENCE AND HELP 
MANAGE CASH FLOW



AM

CHALLENGE 

Although Amazon Business Pay 
by Invoice offered businesses an 
easy and efficient way to streamline 
purchasing, it was underutilized 
by Amazon Business customers. 

Amazon Business engaged Elevation Marketing to research product perception, 
customer preferences and competitors’ market positioning, then shape 
messaging to better resonate with current and prospective users at six stages  
of the customer journey. 

They also wanted to be able to sort research data by various categories to 
inform targeted marketing activities going forward.

1
NON-USERS

2
THOSE INVITED TO  

SET UP AMAZON PAY 
BY INVOICE, BUT 

HAVEN' T DONE SO

3
THOSE WHO’D BEGUN 

TO SET IT UP BUT 
DIDN’ T COMPLETE 

THE PROCESS

4
THOSE WHO’D SET IT 
UP BUT NOT USED IT5

THOSE WHO 
USED IT ON A 

REGULAR BASIS

6
THOSE WHO’D SET 
IT UP BUT HADN’ T 

USED IT IN THE PAST 
SIX MONTHS 



RESEARCH STRATEGY

PHASE 1: DISCOVERY
CONTENT AUDIT 
 
To understand how the product was  
being marketed and lay the foundation 
for new messaging, Elevation reviewed  
an array of Amazon Business Pay 
by Invoice marketing assets aimed 
at improving brand awareness and 
increasing product usage, including 
product websites, blogs, videos and 
online ads. Elevation used a 5-point 
scale to score the assets based on their 
organization, applicability, accuracy, style/
tone/voice, clarity and call to action. The 
audit enabled Elevation to recommend 
whether to keep, update or retire assets, 
and to identify gaps in the content 
library where new assets were needed to 
effectively target users and non-users at 
each phase of the customer journey.

Elevation deployed a multiphase quantitative and qualitative research strategy to understand user and non-user perception of the product and which product features/benefits would motivate 
them to start using the product (vs. a competitor’s) or employ it more often.

5-POINT SCALE 
 TO SCORE  

THE ASSETS 
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RESEARCH STRATEGY

CONFIDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL 

Positioning /Promotion 
§ New card holders: Offering savings of 

$50 on first purchase of $150 or more 

(biz credit account)

§ Balance flexibility – There’s a card for 

everyone

§ Product comparison chart

Competing Products to PBI/ABLOC
Business Credit Account or Business Account with full 
balance due terms. Published features include:

§ Credit card-based credit line or account

§ No annual fee

§ Itemized statements

§ View, manage and pay account online

§ Multiple cards per account, departmentalized billing

§ Restrict purchases to authorized buyers

§ Low monthly or pay-in-full (credit account)

§ Payments due-in-full each month (business account)

§ Minimum usage requirements (business account)

§ Exclusive offers (credit account)

Product Positioning & Intended Takeaways From Site Messaging

Interest/Annual Fees Customization Cashflow Cycles Payment Terms Promotional Offerings

3 2 1 3 4

0 =  No meaningful mention
1 = Minimal mention
2 = Mention in a few places
3 = Mentioned regularly
4 = Clearly leads with 

PHASE 1: DISCOVERY
COMPETITIVE MESSAGING REVIEW

For the competitive messaging review, Elevation evaluated four key competitors from an 
online positioning standpoint, comparing/contrasting their products vs. Amazon Business Pay by 
Invoice. Elevation wanted to know how competitors described comparable payment products, 
the key benefits and differentiators they highlighted, any promotions they were running, the 
intended takeaways from the messaging on their website(s) and how they were positioned for 
any discernible target audiences, such as specific vertical markets.  

1

2

3

4

 

How they describe their comparable payment products and solutions

Payment product messaging priorities

Key benefits and differentiators

Overall observations of payment product marketing efforts online



PHASE 2: VALIDATION 
QUANTITATIVE SURVEYS

To hone in on key areas of opportunity for users and non-users at each stage of the 
customer journey, Elevation conducted comprehensive quantitative (online) surveys 
and qualitative, conversation-based interviews. 

The first of two quantitative surveys was 
conducted in a unique collaboration with 
Amazon Business, which wanted to use its 
proprietary list of existing customers to execute 
the survey itself while relying on Elevation for 
survey questions and post-survey analysis. 
Although Amazon Business was initially 
interested only in advancing existing customers 
through their customer journey, Elevation 
proposed that Amazon Business also survey prospects to better understand 
objections at the early stages of use, since those objections were likely formulated 
prior to being invited to use Amazon Business Pay by Invoice. Doing the two  
surveys would also give them insight into a broader pool of customers to pursue 
going forward. 

RESEARCH STRATEGY

“Really hard to get a credit increase, prices 
are no better than personal in my experience, 
and Prime should be included - not extra.”
– Commercial Micro Business

“Great to know 
you have that credit 
line and can better 
utilize cash flow.”

“I will pay the invoice through my 
AMEX Card. I don't like idea of 
paying any invoice through Checks 
or Direct Charge to my account.”



“Delays in accessing the credit  
line pushed me into China market 
to get the same items I needed.”

PHASE 2: VALIDATION 
QUALITATIVE SURVEYS 

The questions for each survey had to be precisely calibrated to ensure actionable,  
apples-to-apples data was collected across both of them. Altogether, 2,000+ users  
and non-users across nine industry segments, four vertical markets and three business categories 
were surveyed to uncover how their needs and perceptions compared to the messages, benefits 
and differentiators being conveyed. The survey also asked respondents to rank which of nine 
features/benefits (i.e., no interest, predictable cash flow cycles) would most likely entice them to 
try the product (non-users) or increase their usage of it (users).   

RESEARCH STRATEGY

From a qualitative standpoint, Elevation spoke personally with 10 people 
across the six stages of the customer journey to deepen understanding of 
user and non-user motivations, validate what was found during Phase 1 
and round out the information gathered via the quantitative survey.

2 3 Business Categories4 Vertical Markets9 Industry Segments

2000+
users &

non-users



PHASE 3: MESSAGING

To increase user engagement, Elevation developed a comprehensive 
messaging matrix based on the six stages of the Amazon Business Pay 
by Invoice customer journey. Elevation defined each of the customer 
types, identified what kept them from using the product (or using it 
more often) and determined which type of messages would persuade 
them to advance—messages that entice, explain, motivate, reward or 
convince. 

From there, the messaging matrix was built out under five motivation-
focused messaging pillars. Each was ranked by customer type as a 
primary or secondary motivator. 
• Simplified purchasing process
• Saves money
• Improves cash flow
• Delivery
• Flexible payments terms

The matrix was then built out with sample messaging that could  
be used for each customer type as either a general motivator or a 
time-bound motivator (limited time offer). 

STRATEGY

COMPREHENSIVE 
MESSAGING MATRIX BASED 

ON THE 5 STAGES OF THE 
CUSTOMER JOURNEY



DELIVERABLES

• Content audit
• Competitive messaging audit
• Quantitative surveys 
• Stakeholder interviews
• Key findings report
• Manipulable data output tool  
• Messaging matrix

CONFIDENTIAL 

We rated each asset in six areas: organization, style/tone/voice, applicability, clarity, accuracy and CTA. Most of your previous marketing content can be kept with only minor 

tweaks.  Below is a list of each PBI specific content piece and the highlights and observations of each one. 

Asset Title

Stated 

Format

Qualitative Criteria

Observations

Organization
Style, Tone, 

Voice
Applicability

Clarity
Accuracy

CTA or Next 

Steps
Average

Simplify purchasing with Pay by Invoice Direct Mail
5

4
5

5
5

4
44..77

On brand and easy to follow.  Refrain from using product 

acronyms throughout the entire document. 

Buy now, pay later with Pay by Invoice
Blog

5
4

5
4

5
5

44..77
Easy to read but needs updated branding.

Customize your payment processing 

needs with Pay by Invoice

Blog
5

5
5

4
5

5
44..77

Easy to read and on brand.

Sample MAPLE Ad Placement

Image
4

4
5

3
5

5
44..33

The use of Amazon Corporate in the logo disconnects 

from SMBs.  Language around pay in full needs to be 

reworked to pay by purchase order.

Value Props

Marketing 

Messages

5
5

5
4

5
5

44..88
Overall decent messaging.  Recommend stronger 

motivating statement than “more time to pay.”

PBI Storyboards

Storyboard
5

4
5

4
5

5
44..77

On brand but lengthy in content on the panels.  Strong 

CTA.

Amazon Business Pay by Invoice
Video

5
2

5
5

5
5

44..55
Easy to understand and well produced. Sticks to a single 

subject and VO talent was well selected. Some typos.

PBI Video5 R1 IR1

Video
5

4
5

4
5

5
44..77

PBI Video8 R1 IR1

Video
5

4
5

4
5

5
44..77

PBI Video9 R1 IR1

Video
5

5
5

5
5

5
55

None

Amazon Business Pay by Invoice
Video

5
4

5
5

5
5

44..99 Easy to understand and well produced. Sticks to a single 

subject and VO talent was well selected. Off brand.

Pay by Invoice

Webpage
5

4
5

5
5

5
44..88

CONFIDENTIAL 

Amazon Business Payments 

Product Research Presentation

PBI and ABLOC

December 16, 2020

Reshape buying

Pay by Invoice

Messaging Matrix

July 2021



RESULTS Elevation provided Amazon Business with comprehensive and detailed survey data in a flexible format that they could use in the development of targeted campaigns 
over time. The tool enabled them to hone in on one or a combination of data points, sorting by industry, vertical market, role in the buying cycle, business size, stage in 
the customer journey and average spend. 

Elevation also developed a targeted and 
customer-centric messaging framework to guide 
the Amazon Business marketing team as it 
deployed marketing aimed at increasing use of 
Amazon Business Pay by Invoice. 
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Elevation Marketing is one of the most dynamic, integrated 
B2B agencies in the US, and for good reason — our strategic, 
fully integrated approach aligns sales and marketing to 
deliver remarkable results for clients whose buying cycles, 
customer behaviors and channels to market are uniquely 
their own. Marketing B2B companies successfully requires 
deep understanding of the B2B space, a knack for compelling 
brand stories, and the ability to execute effectively when 

buyers are companies, not consumers. With proven B2B 
acumen, unparalleled research and exceptional creative 
design, we develop data-driven marketing strategies and 
build memorable brand experiences that empower lasting 
customer relationships for clients in every industry.

Top 20 
Interactive Marketing Firm

ABOUT ELEVATION

Insight. Innovation. Impact. 


